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Introduction (for newcomers) 

•  Low Latency (LL) data are the only science data guaranteed to be downlinked  
     within 1-2 days after acquisition. 
•  The LL data serve 3 goals: 

•  Crude checks of instrument performance and science data quality 
•  Allow (re-)targeting solar features and improvement of pointing profile 
•  Allow selection of data for selective downlink (special cases) and 
resource-neutral changes to observations. 

•  They will be processed at SOC to guarantee quick delivery to all payload teams  
     and common visualisation with S/C context information. 
•  Instrument teams deliver Virtual Machines (VMs) that ingest LL Telemetry (TM)  
     and produce LL FITS or CDF files of version ‘LL01’: in onboard time (OBT/SCET)    
     and instrument coordinates.  
•  SOC augments LL01 files with S/C attitude info and time conversion to UTC. 
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Motivation 

This presentation aims to summarise the SOC plans for  
•  LL data post-processing 
•  LL data visualisation 
Nothing new will be presented that is not already covered in documents below. 
But there are still some open points to be addressed. 
As SOC is planning to start LL data post-processing late this year, we want to bring 
up those remaining questions here. 
 
Reference documents – all on SOC Public/SOC Documents:  
•  SOL-SGS-TN-0003_LL: Solar Orbiter Low-Latency Data: Concept and Implementation 
•  SOL-SGS-ICD-0004_LLCDFICD: Solar Orbiter ICD for Low Latency Data CDF Files 
•  SOL-SGS-ICD-0005_LLFITSICD: Solar Orbiter ICD for Low Latency Data FITS Files  
•  Templates for LL Data Description Documents 
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LL01 data – What and How? 

•  LL01 data are CDF or FITS files produced by instrument-specific VMs that take  
     raw TM packets with LL APID as input. 
•  Stateless pipeline with minimal auxiliary data:  
Ø  Data product will be expressed in OBT/SCET and uses production date as version 
Ø  Imagery is expressed in LL Instrument Frame (LIF),  
     time series in Cartesian instrument coordinates  
Ø  Metadata includes sub-fielding, binning, off-axis windowing (FITS) 
     but shall NOT correct for misalignments with S/C boresight 
     nor S/C motion (CDF). 
 
LL Data Product Description Document (see template)  
describes types of data products, content and metadata. 

+YLIF

+ZLIF

+XLIF
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing 

•  Main parts of post-processing of LL01 data to LL02 are: 
 

1.  Convert all onboard times in the metadata to UTC times and add those to 
metadata (keep both formats) 

2.  Conversion of LL01 attitude metadata to scientific coordinates,  
i.e., WCS Helioprojective Cartesian for FITS, and RTN for CDF. 
Add additional ephemeris data if appropriate. 

•  SOC will write LL Data Description Documents for LL02 (and derived LL03) data,  
     for review by the instrument teams 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – Imagery (FITS)  

For FITS files, the post-processing exclusively touches metadata. The actual science data 
are not modified. 
•  After OBT to UTC conversion, extra FITS keywords are added to primary and extension 

headers with UTC times.  
TIMESYS is updated to ‘UTC’. 

•  Conversion to WCS Helioprojective Cartesian involves (Sect 3.3.4.2 in LLFITSICD):  
-  Correcting for any known static misalignment between LIF and S/C boresight 

(i.e. convert LIF to S/C Reference Frame through ‘R matrix’) 

-  Aligning data wrt the Sun by applying orbital and S/C attitude data 
-  Updating WCSNAME and associated keywords to Helioprojective Cartesian 
-  Updating PCi_j matrix to take into account S/C rotation wrt Solar north  
-  Adding extra ephemeris metadata in TBC coordinate systems 

 SOC expects from the ITs, with input from the prime, a static estimate of the 
expected SRF-LIF transformation (rotational matrix R) for each optical path 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – Imagery (FITS)  

LL FITS extensions are in principle NOT altered, only copied over to LL02.  
•  Times are expected to be expressed in relative times (onboard ticks) and will not 
be converted to UTC seconds. 
•  There may be a few cases where extension tables contain attitude-related 
information, which would need updating to WCS coordinates: 
 
1.  Metis light curves: LL01 data will contain extension table with time series of 
integrated detector counts in 8 radial sectors of the FOV. The position of those 
sectors w.r.t. Solar North will depend on S/C attitude. 
Currently the position of those sectors is NOT specified in extension header. 
Question: will Metis specify the sector boundaries in the header? If so, please specify 
format and how to post-process these metadata. 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – Imagery (FITS)  

LL FITS extensions are in principle NOT altered, only copied over to LL02.  
•  Times are expected to be expressed in relative times (onboard ticks) and will not 
be converted to UTC seconds. 
•  There may be a few cases where extension tables contain attitude-related 
information, which would need updating to WCS coordinates: 
 
2.  STIX flare information: Extension table of this LL01 product contains Y_POS and 
Z_POS (arcmin relative to centre), indicating flare position w.r.t. STIX LIF. These will 
need to be transformed, using R matrix and S/C attitude information. 
To be discussed with STIX how to optimally transform those positions. 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – Imagery (FITS)  

Another special case concerns SoloHI LL01 data - SoloHI J-maps: 
Apart from single-region images, SoloHI LL01 data will also contain synoptic maps, 
i.e. ‘J-maps’ consisting of a time series of several image strips, typically running 
along S/C Y, taken 1 hour apart. 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – Imagery (FITS)  

Another special case concerns SoloHI LL01 data - SoloHI J-maps: 
Apart from single-region images, SoloHI LL01 data will also contain synoptic maps, 
i.e. ‘J-maps’ consisting of a time series of several image strips, typically running 
along S/C Y, taken 1 hour apart. 
 
To be discussed with SoloHI: 
•  How/when to feed which data to the VM to optimize J-map production 
•  How to glue different pieces of J-maps, coming from different FOV regions, 

together into 1 product 
•  Does the extension table need any specific post-processing by SOC (time 

conversion?) 
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LL01 to LL02 Post-Processing – CDF 

•  Each SCET variable is read from LL01 and converted to CDF_TIME_TT2000  
(fixed Time_Base=J2000, Time_Scale=Terrestrial Time (TT), Reference_Position=rotating Earth Geoid) 
This new array of TTs is put in new variables which are added to the CDF. 
 

•  Vector and tensor instrument or S/C coordinates are converted to RTN: 
•  Rotate to Spacecraft coordinates for the solar wind data (not MAG) 
•  Rotate from spacecraft coordinates to RTN coordinates using S/C attitude 
•  Write S/C to RTN rotation matrix to metadata 

    Both original (LL01) and converted coordinates will be kept in metadata. 
 
•  EAS Single Strahl data are converted from instrument coordinates to either 

spacecraft or scientific coordinates (details TBC). 
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LL02 to LL03 Post-Processing – FITS 

•  Each LL image contained in FITS will be converted into an image format file  
     (png TBC), with limited metadata in filename. 
•  How to treat SPICE’s 4D data cubes is still TBC. Probably 2D cuts will be chosen  
     and converted to images. 
•  Different zoom levels may be generated from the same source data. 

•  Any derived data products – like SoloHI J-maps, SPICE FIP maps?, … – will be  
     transformed in images as well 
•  STIX flare locations may be converted in overlays for full disk imagery. 
•  Time series will be treated like, and potentially combined with, time series in 
CDF    
     – see next slide. 
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LL02 to LL03 Post-Processing – CDF 

•  Extra parameters will be derived from multiple  
     instruments’ data and placed in LL03 CDF files:  

•  Plasma Beta and Mach number  
  from MAG & SWA/PAS 
•  Pitch angle distributions from  
  EAS single strahl data 
•  … 
 

•  Sets of time series will be combined into  
     time series plots, according to themes  
     like magnetic field data, solar wind  
     parameters, flare information, etc. 
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Plans for LL data visualisation 

SOC will provide a simple web-based tool that: 
1.   Is fast. 
2.   Has no requirements on the client side apart from a browser. 
3.   Will allow side-by-side visualisation of multiple in situ and remote sensing data,  
      and provide a (very) rudimentary assessment of linkage between the two.   
 
This implies: 
•  A minimum of on-the-fly calculations. 
•  Serving pre-generated plots. 
 
See SOWG#5 presentation Low Latency Data visualization 
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First design: 
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